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Driving Tips for Autumn 

Autumn is a beautiful time of year when the leaves start turning to hues of red, 

orange, purple, and yellow. 

   

 

 

  

 

Before you go out on the road this time of year there are some tips that you may 

want to heed. 

While many people think that winter is the most dangerous season for driving 

autumn has its own driving hazards.   

Leaves 

Fallen leaves can cause road hazards. 

Wet leaves can be slippery – this is the main problem in our climate where autumn 

can be very wet. Hitting a patch of damp leaves can cause your vehicle to 

slide  especially if you are on a motorcycle. Car drivers should be aware of this if 

following a motorcycle and give extra room. 

Going through wooded areas where there is heavy leaf fall, be aware that there may 

be hidden pot holes or areas where the verge is soft or broken away. 

Dry leaves can fly up under your vehicle getting lodged in the crevices of your 



 

vehicles undercarriage or near your exhaust. 

Dark Roads  

Autumn is when our clocks change, so the end of summer time means earlier 

sunsets and reduced visibility on the roads. Be careful and watch for other motorists 

as well as pedestrians and cyclists. 

Icy Roads 

Frosty mornings can mean ice on the road in sheltered areas and country lanes. 

Beware of black ice and drive to the conditions. What look like puddle of water may 

be ice, remember road temperatures in rural areas can be cooler than in town so 

frost can linger. 

Low Sun 

 

Take care when driving into the sun set, we have some lovely days in autumn but 

the lower sunset can cause a hazard when driving towards it. Suddenly driving 

round a bend or over the brow of a hill into blinding sun can be dangerous, as can 

the reflection of the sun on damp roads. 

 
 

And Finally 

A quick update on Daves stock car progress. 

 



 

 

 
 

 

After coming 13th in the Hotstox V8 British Championship Dave qualified for row 16 

in the V8 Hotstox World Final and had a great race, working his way up from 30th on 

lap one to 17th place before being pushed wide mid race by a fellow competitor on 

turn two and losing several places.  He battled on in a very fast race to regain 17th 

place which made him the highest placed driver in his grade. Not bad for his first 

season! 

Currently dave is sponsored by Newark based Laurence Childs of Jalapeno 

Business services and the car is maintained by Bracher Racing at Burton on the 

Wolds  

  

 

Do you need an urgent, fast delivery of packages or document by car, van, 

or motorcycle? 

     Is your business at a standstill due to the lack of a small part? 

          Are legal documents urgently required at Court? 

                 Do you need to meet a tender deadline? 

  

MDS will provide a reliable and professional courier service 

  

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE ON 01636 707445 

 

 

 
  

 


